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Abstract— For the success of any governance, governmentality and corporation the culture of 

corporate plays a major role. To get the target and achieve the functions of business they not 

only defined how to conduct the business but also defined the procedures of organizations and 

policies. Governmentality and Enablers of governance are the crucial part in the project field. 

This paper studied the governmentality and organizational enablers (OEs) for governance in 

the organization that are based on projects. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Tools, resources, knowledge and skills, strategies and culture of the organization can be 

considered as organizational enablers. 

 
Figure 1: Organizational enablers for governance 

 

In the field of projects the study of recent literature shows the steady growth on governance. In 

2013 Kujala, Ruuska, Artto and Ahola [1], and in 2013 Weaver and Too defined that the modern 

research paper proposed the concept of governance and against the management of projects they 

define its positioning. Several level of organization the modern practitioner literature provide 

information about the framework of governance. To increase the awareness of diversity of 

governance methods a common denominator used across these branches of literature. In many 

aspects the governance can differentiate [3]. In 2009 Müller [4] defined that governance of 

portfolios or programs is differ from governance of a single project. In 2002 Rura-Polley, Pitsis, 

Marosszeky and Clegg proposed that when developing governance structures across organizations 

in the attitude governors have toward people.  
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Table 1: Project-Based Organizational Enablers 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Project-Based Organizations three Institutional Pillars 

In 2004 Scott [6] described that in organizations to understand the social life and stability 

Institutional theory defines cultural-cognitive, regulative and normative elements. In 2012 Scott 

[7] defined that organizations and individuals are the factors of Institutions and when through 

social behavior they materialized in practice it become real. Formal regulations like property 

rights and laws are comprise by Regulative elements and they can set to an organization 

externally, it is define by scott in 2004 [6] and Henisz et al.in 2012 [8]. 

 

 
Figure 2: Type of Organizational Enablers 

 

III. ORGANIZATIONAL ENABLERS 

Concerning the scope and definition of term “enabler” the literature review of organizational 

enablers are not fully aligned and not mature. On the basis of Maitlis and Lawrence (2007) [9] for 

assessing enablers authors implemented a framework. In 2014 Pemsel, Shao and Müller [10] 

examined the situation that sense-giving and trigger in organizations. Lawrence and Maitlis 

discuss in their study that two parts are involve in enablers. the first one is organizational process 

facilitators  like performance, practices and routines and second one is organizational factor's 

discursive abilities it include the ability to articulate and construct persuasive accounts. Into an 

enabler to turn an organizational capacity both factors need to coexist. In 2011 Yang, Calert and 

Seddon [11] and in 2012 Tatarynowicz, Gulati and Tatarynowicz [12] defined that in setting of 

organization the relationship between these elements is not a simple. In support of a specific 

enabler organizational complexity impacts the power of these components. 
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Table 2: Pillars and mapping of organizational enabler’s example 

 
Table 3: On the basis of category Organizatinal enablers 

 

IV. DEFINING GOVERNMENTALITY, GOVERNANCE OF PROJECTS  AND PROJECT 

GOVERNANCE 

The two components of Governance theory are Institutions and actors. The Institutions is the 

place where behavior of actor is occurring and it defines the shape of the context. The actors have 

their particular meaning and perspectives. The literature review of governance in the field of 

projects mainly concern with the responsibilities, practices and related roles of institutions. They 

generally used normative and regulative elements.  
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Figure 3: Frame work for Project governance  

 

V. PROJECT GOVERNANCE ORGANIZATIONAL ENABLERS 

For project governance the establishment of execution authority is a main enabler. In 1999 [13] 

and in in 2001 [14] Turner & Keegan defined the broker-steward model in their research. 

 

 
Figure 4: Organizational Governance 

In 2005 Hobbs and Miller [15], in 1999 Keegan and Turner [5], in 2010 Williams et al [16] 

defined that the factors of process facilitators included by this enabler like governance institutions, 

policies, governance frameworks, govern projects, organization structures. For adaptation of 

application and organization structures of different governance frameworks the flexibility support 

mechanisms are defined by Klakegg and  Haavaldsen in 2011 [17], Renz  in 2007 [18], and  

Turner and Keegan in 2001 [14].  

 

 
Figure 5: Project governance role 
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In 2005 Jamieson and Morris [19], in 2004 Müller and Turner [20] defined that for the discursive 

abilities the enabler the factors allowing alignment and communication between projects, 

governance and strategy. In 2008 Crawford et al. [21], in 2008 Martinsuo and Lehtonen [22] 

proposed that these factors are supported  by the mechanisms like ideating, review, steering 

committee meetings and workshops for information gathering and exchange. 

 

VI. ORGANIZATIONAL ENABLERS FOR GOVERNANCE OF PROJECTS 

For alignment of requirement of organizational and project the organizational enablers are mainly 

focus the flexibility needs in governance structures.  In 2012 Vidot-Delerue, Sicotte, Besner and 

Drouin [23] and in 2006 Müller and Blomquist [24] described that for portfolios and programs to 

accomplishment of target domain address the stakeholder management approaches, different 

governance approaches and organization structures. Across projects it simultaneously mange the 

levels of standardization.  In 2010 Müller, Hobbs and Aubry [25], in 2006 Müller and Blomquist 

[26] proposed that some factors include for governance of projects like institutional structures, 

deployment and versatile organization. They represented governance frameworks and project 

management methodologies. In 2012 Aubry et al. [27], in 2012 Foss [28] and in 2010 Williams et 

al. [29] examined that organization’s adaptive capabilities like flexible mandates, roles of 

institutions and individuals, hybrid organization structures  are included in related mechanisms.  

 

VII. THE METHOD 

For developing the organization enablers for project governance a mixed method is used. This 

method gathers the result of 4 researches. From the literature review it establishes the project 

management organizational enabler concept in first phase.  With the study of various sizes and 

industries it found the governance enablers and practices in second phase. For governance of 

groups and project governance through a quantitative study it identifies the best enablers and 

practices in third phase. The study of reaction of contextual changes and governance evolution of 

over time investigated by longitudinal study in fourth phase. 

In to its parts of constituent the organizational enablers refines through the research. There are 

five factors that support the enabling and cause six mechanisms and enabling are given below: 

1. Mentality of governance 

2. Project governance flexibility  

3. Mental framework 

4. Governance of projects flexibility 

5. Leadership 

 

The project governance levels are identified by organizational enablers, they include for the 

project manager large sphere of action, project starting, parent organization of project, and 

organization external factors. For the coordination of the project the enablers also include the 

communication of mangers with external managers, line managers and other projects. 

 

Some mechanisms that support the enables are as follows: 

1. Formalism of governance 

2. Meeting related to periodic governance 

3. With to governance orientation of stakeholder 

4. Professionalism continuous improvement 

5. Programs, portfolios and project’s periodic reviews should taken  

 

For the success of the project-based organization there are three organizational enabler factors are 

as follows: 

1. Mentality of governance – the people who governed should get the mental predisposition. 

2. Mental framework- this is the place to exchange the information across the projects, within 

organization and beyond the organization. 
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3. Leading ability- there should determine a strong leader that can maintain and further improve the 

performance. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 

For the achievement of any governance, governmentality and partnership the way of life of 

corporate assumes a noteworthy job. To get the objective and accomplish the elements of business 

they characterized how to lead the business as well as characterized the methods of associations 

and strategies. Governmentality and Enablers of governance are the urgent part in the task field. 

This paper considered the governmentality and organizational enablers (OEs) for administration 

in the association that depend on tasks. Devices, assets, information and aptitudes, techniques and 

culture of the association can be considered as hierarchical organizational enablers. 
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